
 

 

 

 

MY EXPERIENCE AND ACCRUED BENEFITS FROM NCC DRILLS 

               

          Drills in any Defence Force or in any military training including NCC, is not 

only a practice of imbibing discipline, teaching to obey lawful commands, but 

also is a way of life that differentiates Defence training from other forms of 

training 
 

              Drills are very important for any military training institute. Drills in the 

defence forces traces back from the existence of Defence force itself and 

therefore, Defence Force without Drills is practically non-existent. Drills were 

first invented in Germany by general Draul in 1666. Drills makes military more 

systematic and disciplined. Drills also makes one more patient and more thick 

– skinned. As an NCC cadet,  drills helped me in being more resilient, 

disciplined and organised in all walks of my life. It made me tough to withstand 

the vigour of heat, humidity and cold and facilitated to develop more 

endurance to perform exhausting strenuous physical activities within certain 

laid down limits in strictly organised manner. Drills have taught me patience to 

perform  activities.  

 

 



 

                  The most important value of drills is Discipline and when I perform a 

drill, my heart & soul and my body are well integrated to follow the Discipline. 

Drills also provide cadets with more motivation, improves leadership quality 

and develops commanding ability. It helps us to exhibit the truest potential of 

discipline as future citizens of our country. It has taught me the importance of 

military training. It prepares soldiers for performance of their duties in peace 

and war through the practice and rehearsal of prescribed movements. In a 

practical sense, drill consolidates soldiers into battle formations and 

familiarizes them with their weapons.  

 

 

 

           There are 2 types of drills namely closed drills and open drills. With the 

ongoing covid induced crisis, many of us weren’t able to attend drills but 

despite that we as a youth organisation didn’t give up and were able to 

complete the basic drills of NCC as a junior cadet. Although drills has been 

quite exhausting, they have given me a prospective on the first step to become 
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an officer on any of the armed forces. I am glad to know the first step on 

becoming a worthful citizen of my country by joining NCC and participating in 

the drills taught  by NCC. 

 

 

 

 

 In the nutshell, Drills made me tougher, organised and disciplined in all 

activities that I do within and beyond the parade ground. I could feel the 

transformation taking place within me in my leadership qualities, motivational 

abilities and commanding capabilities. Each practice of drill motivates me to do 

better next time and the strong motivation to achieve perfection keeps this 

cycle never-ending 

 

Jai Hind 

 

 

 


